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Why a book
devoted to Grappa
from its very beginnings

T

his photographic collection exclusively
covers Grappas produced before
the end of the 50’s as this period represents a
sort of time boundary between artisanal
distillation and the advent of industrial distillation,
which deeply changed the production scene and
the Grappa market.
This book contains the pictures of 371 bottles of
Grappa produced before the end of the 50’s by
181 distilleries, of which 59 are still in business
but as many as 122 no longer exist.

What sort of economic, social and cultural factors
could have brought about the disappearance of
so many companies? We do not have a specific
answer for each of them but we certainly know
that with the closure of so many distilleries a
wealth of professional experience, production
techniques and unique and unrepeatable family
histories has been lost.
We have been left, at best, with a bottle of
Grappa from them.
An immortal spirit, enclosed in a fragile glass
bottle, as the spirit of a man is enclosed in a
fragile flesh and blood body. It does not take
much for a bottle to break, and in one moment
that drop of eternity disappears. That is why we
decided to photograph and
catalogue them, so that their
memory will remain.
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These bottles do not speak,
but we can learn a lot from
them just by looking at the
names, places, label
graphics and the care that
went into packaging.
They make us imagine the
sky above the vineyards in
October, the scent of must
in the air, the alembic in
operation, the men who fork
up the grape marcs, the
colour of wine i grained in
their fingers, the oak barrels
waiting, the women who talk
and laugh softly while their
hands stick the labels and
knot the seals, the distiller ’s
satisfied gaze, a customer
who clicks his tongue…
What a Grappa!

Jacopo Poli was
born in Bassano
del Grappa
on the 13th of
June 1963.
With his siblings
Giampaolo,
Barbara and
Andrea and his wife Cristina, he carries on a
tradition and a goal: to make people appreciate
the hard work, the constancy but, above all,
that kind of Love that is in a bottle of Grappa,
a total Love for its own art, for its own world,
a Love without which nothing would ever
be possible.
The Poli family invites you to visit the two sites
of the Poli Grappa Museum: in Bassano del
Grappa, in a 15th century building opposite
the historic Ponte Vecchio, the history of Grappa
is presented in a suggestive area through a brief
but comprehensive educational tour.
In Schiavon, in an old building located next to
the Poli Distillery, it is possible to learn more
about the most important Italian distillate and
also admire a collection of about 2000 historic
Grappas coming from about 400 distilleries.

